Abstract. For 50 years, research in the area of inductive inference aims at investigating the learning of formal languages and is influenced by computability theory, complexity theory, cognitive science, machine learning, and more generally artificial intelligence. Being one of the pioneers, Gold [1967] investigated the most common formalization, learning in the limit both from solely positive examples as well as from positive and negative information. The first mode of presentation has been studied extensively, including insights in how different additional requirements on the hypothesis sequence of the learner or requested properties of the latter itself, restrict what collections of languages are learnable. We focus on the second paradigm, learning from informants, and study how imposing different restrictions on the learning process effects learnability. For example, we show that learners can be assumed to only change their hypothesis in case it is inconsistent with the data (such learners are called conservative). Further, we give a picture of how the most important learning restrictions relate. Our investigations underpin the claim for delayability being the right structural property to gain a deeper understanding concerning the nature of learning restrictions.
Introduction
Imagine we are interested in setting up a classification program for deciding whether a given word belongs to a certain language. This can be seen as a mission in supervised machine learning, where the machine experiences labeled data about the target language. The label is 1 if the datum is contained in the language and 0 otherwise. The machines task is to infer some rule in order to generate words in the language of interest and thereby generalize from the training samples. Inductive Inference provides a model and different performance measures, allowing to abstract from likewise important questions concerning details of the implemantation and instead focuses on what general properties of the learning process can be achieved.
More formally, according to Gold [1967] the learner is modelled by a computable function, successively receiving sequences incorporating more and more data. Thereby, it possibly updates the current description of the target language (his hypothesis). Learning is considered successful, if after some finite time the learner's hypotheses yield good enough approximations to the target language. The original and most common learning success criterion is called explanatory (Ex-)learning or (Lim-)learning in the limit and additionally requires that the learner finally settles on exactly one correct hypothesis, which precisely recognizes the words in the language to be learned. Later on, allowing a vacillation between finitely or infinitely many descriptions and admitting for finitely many anomalies, i.e., deviations between the described language and target language, have been considered, see for example Case [2016] . Analyzing different measures of learning success answers natural questions regarding the learning process: Will learning power reduce if only inconsistent hypotheses are allowed to be changed? Can learning proceed strongly monotonically, that is, every hypothesis is a subset of all later hypotheses? Are we successful on more collections of languages, in case we only demand monotonocity for the sets of correctly inferred words? How does this relate to requiring a cautious learner, which never guesses supersets of later hypotheses? Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein [1986] analyze several restrictions for learning from informant and mention that cautious learning, which forbids to ever conjecture a strict subset of an earlier conjecture, is a restriction to learning power; we extend this statement with our Proposition 24. Furthermore, they consider a version of conservativeness where mind changes (changes of the hypothesis) are only allowed if there is positive data contradicting the current hypothesis, which they claim to restrict learning power. In this paper, we stick to the definition of Bārzdiņš [1977] and Blum and Blum [1975] , who define conservativeness for learning from informant such that mind changes are allowed also when there is negative data contradicting the current hypothesis, which is arguably the more natural definition in the case of learning from informants. While the work of Lange and Zeugmann [1994] considers variously restricted learning of indexable families, i.e., sets of languages for which there is a uniform decision procedure, we also deal with arbitrary collections of recursively enumerable sets. See also Lange, Zeugmann, and Zilles [2008] for a survey on learning indexable families.
For purely learning from positive information, so-called texts, there are entire maps displaying the pairwise relations of different learning restrictions, see Kötzing and Palenta [2014] and Jain, Kötzing, Ma, and Stephan [2016] . With this paper we give an equally informative map for the case of learning from informant. To derive this, in Section 3 normal forms and a regularity property for learning from informants are provided. Especially, it is shown that learners can be assumed total and the presentation of the informant to be canonical, that is, presenting the data and their labels following the common well-ordering of N. Already Gold [1967] was interested in these normal forms and proved that they can be assumed without loss of generality in the basic setting, whereas our results apply to all so called delayable learning success criteria and may be helpful to generalize insights, that are so far bounded to Lim-learning. We contrast these results by observing that neither totality nor assuming a canonical presentation of the language are unrestrictive in case of the non-delayable learning success criterion of consistent explanatory learning.
In Section 4 we proceed to analyze the set of delayable learning restrictions, which share the common feature that hypotheses can be delayed without violating the learning restriction (by contrast, a hypothesis which is consistent now might not be consistent later due to new data, so the restriction of consistency is not delayable). We show that the promiment requirement of conservativeness does not restrict learning power, even when paired with (strong) decisiveness, requiring the learner not to return to an abandoned conjecture. This is essential for understanding the relations between the different delayable learning restictions, when Lim-learning from informants, since with it a number of other learning criteria are also non-restrictive. The proof is an intricate simulation argument, combining different techniques in the field.
We complete the map of delayable learning restrictions by showing that the aforementioned learning restrictions of cautiousness, avoiding hypotheses for proper subsets of previously guesses, and of monotonicity, never removing correct data from a conjecture, are incomparable in terms of learning power. This yields all pairwise relations of learning criteria, being displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
In Section 5 we generalize another result by Gold [1967] , namely Lim-learning from texts, where negative information is only implicit in the absence of certain data, to be harder than Lim-learning from informants. Relations between these presentation modi have been investigated by Lange and Zeugmann [1993] , who focussed on the interdependencies when considering different learning restriction concerning monotonicity. We show that their observation of strongly monotonic Lim-learnability from informants implying Lim-learnability from texts is bound to indexable families by providing a collection of recursive languages separating these learning criteria. Learning from text has been extensively studied, including many learning success criteria and other variations, see Jain, Osherson, Royer, and Sharma [1999] or Case [2016] .
The observation of every indexable family being Lim-learnable from informants and thus also behaviorally correct learnable, where convergence of the hypotheses only needs to be semantic, fails when arbitrary collections of recursively enumerable sets are in consideration. This follows from results of Bārzdiņš [1974] and Case and Smith [1983] , as observed in Section 2. Further, in Section 6 we prove that it still holds in case all delayable semantic restrictions are required.
Additionally, in these two sections, we show that learning classes of languages representing graphs of recursive functions from informants corresponds to learning the classes of the corresponding recursive functions from texts for their graphs. With this all negative results from function learning carry over to the setting of learning languages from informants. This yields a lot of negative results, some of which provide a hierarchy by allowing for an increasing finite number of anomalies. We further show that one does not gain more learning power by allowing any vacillation between finitely many correct hypotheses. Finally, we adress open questions arising from the paper and other challenges related to our investigations.
Informant Learning: Restrictions and Success
We let N denote the natural numbers including 0 and write 8 for an infinite cardinality. Moreover, for a function f we write dompf q for its domain and ranpf q for its range. If we deal with (a subset of) a cartesian product, we are going to refer to the projection functions to the first or second coordinate by pr 1 and pr 2 , respectively. For sets X, Y and a P N we write X " a Y , if X equals Y with a anomalies, i.e., |pXzY q Y pY zXq| ď a, where |.| denotes the cardinality function. In this spirit we write X "˚Y , if there exists some a P N such that X " a Y . Further, X ăø denotes the finite sequences over X and X ø stands for the countably infinite sequences over X. Additionally, X ďø :" X ăø YX ø denotes the set of all countably finite or infinite sequences over X. For every f P X ďø and t P N, we let f rts :" tps, f psqq | s ă tu denote the restriction of f to t. Finally, for sequences σ, τ P X ăø their concatenation is denoted by σ τ and we write σ Ď τ , if σ is an initial segment of τ , i.e., there is some t P N such that σ " τ rts. In our setting, we typically have X " Nˆt0, 1u. We denote the set of all partial (computable) functions f : dompf q Ď Nˆt0, 1u Ñ N and total functions f : Nˆt0, 1u Ñ N by P (P) and R (R), respectively. As far as possible, notation and terminology on the learning theoretic side follow Jain, Osherson, Royer, and Sharma [1999] , whereas on the computability theoretic side we refer to Odifreddi [1999] , Rogers [1967] and Kötzing [2009] .
The Backbone of Learning Restrictions
Let L Ď N. If L is recursively enumerable, i.e., there is a (partial) computable function f such that dompf q " L, we call L a language. In case its characteristic function is computable, we say it is a recursive language. Moreover, we call L Ď PowpNq a collection of (recursive) languages, if every L P L is a (recursive) language. In case there exists an enumeration tL ξ | ξ P Ξu of L, where Ξ Ď N is recursive and a computable function f with ranpf q Ď t0, 1u such that x P L ξ ô f px, ξq " 1 for all ξ P Ξ and x P N, we say L is an indexable family of recursive languages. Further, we fix a programming system ϕ as introduced in Royer and Case [1994] . Briefly, in the ϕ-system, for a natural number p, we denote by ϕ p the partial computable function with program code p. We also call p an index for W p :" dompϕ p q. In reference to a Blum complexity measure, for all p, t P N, we denote by W t p Ď W p the recursive set of all natural numbers less or equal to t, on which the machine executing p halts in at most t steps. We are going to make use of these recursive sets in the proof of our essential Proposition 21, showing that conservativeness does not restrict (explanatory) Lim-learning from informants. Moreover, by s-m-n we refer to a well-known recursion theoretic observation, which gives nice finite and infinite recursion theorems, like Case's Operator Recursion Theorem ORT. In the context of language learning, Gold [1967] , in his seminal paper, distinguished two major different kinds of information presentation. The focus of this paper is one of these methods of presenting the language to the learner, namely so called informants. Intuitively, for any natural number x an informant for a language L answers the question whether x P L in finite time. More precisely, for every natural number x the informant I has either px, 1q or px, 0q in its range, where the first is interpreted as x P L and the second as x R L, respectively. In order to grasp this more formally, we will have to deal with finite and infinite sequences of pairs px, iq, where x P N and i P t0, 1u. For f P pNˆt0, 1uq ďø let pospf q :" ty P N | Dx P N : pr 1 pf pxqq " y^pr 2 pf pxqq " 1u and negpf q :" ty P N | Dx P N : pr 1 pf pxqq " y^pr 2 pf pxqq " 0u denote the sets of all natural numbers, about which f gives some positive or negative information, respectively. As in Lange, Zeugmann, and Zilles [2008] according to Blum and Blum [1975] and Bārzdiņš [1977] for A Ď N we define Conspf, Aq :ô pospf q Ď A^negpf q Ď NzA and say f is consistent with A or f is compatible with A.
Definition 1. Let L be a language. We call every function I : N Ñ Nˆt0, 1u such that pospIq Y negpIq " N and pospIq X negpIq " ∅ an informant. Further, we denote by Inf the set of all informants and the set of all informants for the language L is defined as
It is immediate, that negpIq " NzL for every I P Inf pLq. If the informant I for every time t P N reveals information about t itself, for short pr 1 pIptqq " t, we call I a canonical informant or according to Gold [1967] methodical informant.
The learner, which can also be thought of as a scientist trying to infer a theory or a machine making a guess on the basis of evaluated data, is modeled by a (partial) computable function M : dompM q Ď pNˆt0, 1uq ăø Ñ N.
In the following we introduce the fundamental notion of the learning sequence and clarify what successful learning means.
Definition 2. Let M be a learner and L a language. Further, let I P Inf pLq be an informant for L presented to M .
(i) We call h " ph t q tPN P N ø , where h t :" M pIrtsq for all t P N, the learning sequence of M on I. Thus h is the sequence of M 's hypotheses when observing the informant I.
(ii) For a P N Y t˚u and b P N ą0 Y t˚, 8u we say that M learns L from I with a anomalies and vacillation number b in the limit, for short M Lim a b -learns L from I, or even shorter Lim a b pM, Iq, if there is a time t 0 P N such that | t h t | t ě t 0 u | ď b and for all t ě t 0 we have W ht " a L.
The intuition behind the latter is that, sensing I, M eventually only vacillates between at most b-many hypotheses, where the case b "˚stands for eventually finitely many different hypotheses. In convenience with the literature, we omit the superscript 0 and the subscript 1. Lim-learning, also known as explanatory (Ex-)learning, is the most common definition for successful learning and corresponds to the notion of identifiability in the limit by Gold [1967] , where the learner eventually decides on one correct hypotheses. On the other end of the hierarchy of convergence criteria is behaviorally correct learning, for short Bc-or Lim 8 -learning, which only requires the learner to be eventually correct, but allows infinitely many syntactically different hypotheses in the limit. Behaviorally correct learning was introduced by Osherson and Weinstein [1982] . The general definition of Lim a b -learning for a P N Y t˚u and b P N ą0 Y t˚u was first mentioned by Case [1999] . In our setting, we also allow b " 8 and subsume all Lim a b under the notion of a convergence criterion, since they determine in which semi-topological sense the learning sequence needs to have L as its limit, in order to succeed in learning L.
In the following we review so-called learning restrictions, i.e., further potential properties of the learning sequence being investigated in this paper. Learning restrictions incorporate certain desired properties of the learners' behavior relative to the information being presented. For this, we employ the notion of consistency, stated above.
Definition 3. Let M be a learner and I P Inf an informant. As before we denote by h " ph t q tPN P N ø the learning sequence of M on I. We write (i) ConspM, Iq (Angluin [1980] ), if M is consistent on I, i.e., for all t ConspIrts, W ht q.
(ii) ConvpM, Iq (Angluin [1980] ), if M is conservative on I, i.e., for all s, t with s ď t ConspIrts, W hs q ñ h s " h t .
(iii) DecpM, Iq (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein [1982] ), if M is decisive on I, i.e., for all r, s, t with r ď s ď t
(iv) CautpM, Iq (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein [1986] (viii) NUpM, Iq (Baliga, Case, Merkle, Stephan, and Wiehagen [2008] ), if M is non-U-shaped on I, i.e., for all r, s, t with r ď s ď t
(ix) SNUpM, Iq (Case and Moelius [2011] ), if M is strongly non-U-shaped on I, i.e., for all r, s, t with r ď s ď t Kötzing and Palenta [2014] ), if M is strongly decisive on I, i.e., for all r, s, t with r ď s ď t
The following lemma states the implications between almost all of the above defined learning restrictions, which form the foundation of our research. Figure 1 on page 25 includes the resulting backbone, which is slightly different from the one for learning from exclusively positive information, since WMon does not necessarily imply NU in the context of learning from informants. There the implications are represented as black lines from bottom to top. For the backbone of learning from positive information consult Kötzing and Palenta [2014] .
Lemma 4. Let M be a learner and I P Inf an informant. Then 
Learning Sequences and Success of Simulated Learners
From deriving the backbone of the hierarchy of delayable learning restrictions when learning languages from informants, we now come to introduce general properties of learning restrictions and learning success criteria, which allow general observations, not bound to the setting of (explanatory) Lim-learning.
Definition 5. Let T :" PˆInf denote the whole set of pairs of possible learners and informants. We denote by ∆ :" t Caut, Cons, Conv, Dec, SDec, WMon, Mon, SMon, NU, SNU, T u the set of admissible learning restrictions and by
we say that β is a learning success criterion.
Note that every convergence criterion is indeed a learning success criterion by letting n " 0 and δ 0 " T, where the latter stands for no restriction. In the literature convergence criteria are also called identificaton criteria and then denoted by I or ID.
Let us now sum up and introduce the notation of a learning criterion. In order to observe whether one way of learning is more powerful than another one, we are going to compare different settings, always denoted in the form rαInf βs or rαTxtβs, where Inf and Txt may have indices. Clearly, we distinguish the mode of information presentation, namely, whether the learner observes the language as solely positive information, i.e. a text, Txt, or an informant, Inf . We also sometimes refer to results on learning collections of recursive functions, in which a text for the graph of the respective function is presented to the learner. We denote the associated learning criteria in the form rαFnβs, where again indices to Fn are allowed. Secondly, a learning criterion specifies, what successful learning means. This information is provided at position β, where the learning restrictions to meet are denoted in alphabetic order, followed by a convergence criterion. Last but not least, at position α, we restrict the set of admissible learners by requiring for example totality. The properties stated at position α are independent of learning success. Note that it is also conventional to require M 's hypothesis sequence to fulfill certain learning restrictions, not asking for the success of the learning process.
Definition 6. Let α be a property of partial computable functions from the set pNˆt0, 1uq ăø to N and β a learning success criterion. We denote by rαInf βs the set of all collections of languages that are β-learnable from informants by a learner M with the property α. In case the learner only needs to succeed on canonical informants, we denote the corresponding set of collections of languages by rαInf can βs. The notations rαTxtβs and rαFnβs are defined similarly.
For instance, we are going to show that requiring the learner to be consistent on all languages is more restrictive than only asking for consistency on the collection of languages to be learned. With the just introduced notation this reads as rConsInf Exs Ĺ rInf ConsExs.
In the case of learning from solely positive information, there have been plenty of investigations on the relation of different success criteria, e.g., on the relation of rTxtLim b s and rTxtNULim b s for all b P N ą0 Y t˚, 8u by Carlucci, Case, Jain, and Stephan [2008] , Baliga, Case, Merkle, Stephan, and Wiehagen [2008] and Fulk, Jain, and Osherson [1994] as summed up in Case [2016] . Moreover, Kötzing and Palenta [2014] and Jain, Kötzing, Ma, and Stephan [2016] give the picture, of how the learning restrictions in Definition 3 relate, when learning languages from texts with possibly restricting attention to set-driven or iterative learners.
More interesting for understanding the power of learning from informants are results from function learning, as, by the next lemma, collections of functions separating two convergence criteria in the associated setting yield a separating collection for the respective convergence criteria, when learning languages from informants.
In the following we make use of a computable bijection x. , .y : NˆN Ñ N with its computable inverses π 1 , π 2 : N Ñ N such that x " xπ 1 pxq, π 2 pxqy for all x P N.
Lemma 7. For f P R let L f :" t xx, f pxqy | x P N u denote the language encoding its graph. Let a P N Y t˚u and b P N ą0 Y t˚, 8u. Then for every
Proof. Let a, b and F be as stated. First, assume there is a learner M on function sequences such that F P FnLim a b pM q. In order to define the learner M 1 acting on informant sequences and returning W -indices, we employ the following procedure for obtaining a W -code Gppq for L ϕp , when given a ϕ-code p:
Given input n, interpreted as xx, yy, let the program encoded by p run on x " π 1 pnq. If it halts and returns y " π 2 pnq, then halt; otherwise loop.
The learner M 1 acts on σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø by
where decodeppospσqq denotes the from σ uniformly computable sequence τ with τ piq " pπ 1 pn i q, π 2 pn ifor all i ă |pospσq| " |τ |, where pn i q iă|pospσq| denotes the enumeration of pospσq according to σ. By construction, L F P Inf Lim a b pM 1 q as G preserves the number of anomalies. For the other claimed direction let M be a learner on informant sequences with L F P Inf Lim a b pM q. As above we employ a computable function that for every f P R transforms a W -index p for L f into a ϕ-index Hppq such that ϕ Hppq " f . Thereby, we interpret each natural number i as xxu, vy, ty and check whether ϕ p halts on xu, vy in at most t steps of computation. If so, we check whether u is the argument x we want to compute f pxq for and in case the answer is yes, we return v.
Given input x, for i " 0 till 8 do the following: If Φ p pπ 1 piqq ď π 2 piq and π 1 pπ 1 piqq " x, then return π 2 pπ 1 piqq; otherwise increment i.
Define the learner M 1 on σ P pNˆNq ăø by
where we transform σ " ppx 0 , f px 0 qq, . . . , px |σ|´1 , f px |σ|´1into an informant sequenceσ of length |σ| :" maxtj | @i ă j π 1 piq ă |σ|u by lettinĝ σpiq :" # pxx π1piq , π 2 piqy, 1q if σpπ 1 piqq " px π1piq , π 2 piqq pxx π1piq , π 2 piqy, 0q otherwise for all i ă |σ| . Note that for every f P R and every T P Txtpf q by letting
We show pxx, f pxqy, 1q P I T for every x P N and leave the other details to the reader. Let x P N and i minimal, such that px, f pxqq P ranpT risq, i.e., x i´1 " x. Further, let j be such that i ď. Then clearly
Again, the claim follows, since H preserves the number of anomalies. ‚
With this we obtain a hierarchy of learning restrictions.
Proof. By Lemma 7 this results transfer from the corresponding observations for function learning by Bārzdiņš [1974] and Case and Smith [1983] . ‚
In particular, we have
The lemma obviously also holds when considering TxtLim a b -learning languages, where the construction of the text sequence from the informant sequence is folklore.
The next definition provides a property of learning restrictions playing a central role in most of our proofs, since it applies to almost all of the learning restrictions introduced in Definition 3. The analog for learning from text has been introduced in Kötzing and Palenta [2014] and a generalization is studied in Kötzing, Schirneck, and Seidel [2017] , where the relations between rTxtδLims and rTxtδLim 8 s for different δ P ∆ are investigated, respectively. Definition 9. Denote the set of all unbounded and non-decreasing functions by S, i.e., S :" t s : N Ñ N | @x P N Dt P N : sptq ě x and @t P N : spt`1q ě sptq u. Then every s P S is a so called admissible simulating function. A predicate β Ď PˆInf is delayable, if for all s P S, all I, I
1 P Inf and all partial functions M, M 1 P P holds: Whenever we have pospI 1 rtsq Ě pospIrsptqsq, negpI 1 rtsq Ě negpIrsptqsq and M 1 pI 1 rtsq " M pIrsptqsq for all t P N, from βpM, Iq we can conclude βpM 1 , I 1 q.
The name refers to tricks in order to delay mind changes of the learner which were used to obtain polynomial computation times for the learners hypothesis updates as discussed by Pitt [1989] and Case and Kötzing [2009] . Moreover, it should not be confused with the notion of δ-delay by Akama and Zeugmann [2008] , which allows satisfaction of the considered learning restriction δ steps later than in the un-δ-delayed version.
In order to give an intuition for delayability, think of β as a learning restriction or learning success criterion and imagine M to be a learner. Then β is delayable if and only if it carries over from M together with an informant I to all learners M 1 and informants I 1 representing a delayed version of M on I. More concretely, as long as the learner M 1 conjectures h sptq " M pIrsptqsq at time t and has, in form of I 1 rts, at least as much data available as was used by M for this hypothesis, M 1 with I 1 is considered a delayed version of M with I. Note, that the simulating function's unboundedness in particular guarantees pospIq " pospI 1 q and negpIq " negpI 1 q.
The next result guarantees that arguing with the just defined properties covers all of the considered learning restrictions but consistency.
Lemma 10. (i) Let δ P ∆. Then δ is delayable if and only if δ ‰ Cons.
(ii) Every convergence criterion γ P Γ is delayable.
(iii) The intersection of finitely many delayable predicates on PˆInf is again delayable. Especially, every learning success criterion β " Ş n i"0 δ i X γ with δ i P ∆ztConsu for all i ď n and γ P Γ , β is delayable.
Proof. We approach piq by showing, that Cons is not delayable. To do so, consider s P S with sptq :" t t 2 u, I, I
1 P Inf defined by Ipxq :" pt
x 2 uqq and I 1 pxq :" px, 1 2N pxqq, where 1 2N stands for the characteristic function of all even natural numbers. By s-m-n there are learners M and M 1 such that for all σ P pNˆt0, 1uq
Further, ConspM, Iq is easily verified since for all t P N
but on the other hand ConspM 1 , I 1 q since for all t ą 2
The remaining proofs for piq and piiq are straightforward. Basically, for Dec, SDec, SMon and Caut, the simulating function s being non-decreasing and M 1 pI 1 rtsq " M pIrsptqsq for all t P N would suffice, while for NU, SNU and Mon one further needs that the informants I and I 1 satisfy pospIq " pospI 1 q. The proof for WMon and Conv to be delayable, requires all assumptions, but s's unboundedness. Last but not least, in order to prove that every convergence criterion γ " Lim a b , for some a P N Y t˚u and b P N ą0 Y t˚, 8u, carries over to delayed variants, one essentially needs both characterizing properties of s and of course M 1 pI 1 rtsq " M pIrsptqsq. Finally, piiiq is obvious. ‚
Normal Forms: Canonical Informants and Totality
To facilitate smooth proofs, in this section we discuss normal forms for learning from informants. First we proof that learning success implied the existence of sequences on which the learner is locked in a way corresponding to the convergence criterion. Thereafter, we consider the notion of set-drivenness, which restricts the set of admissible learners to those not considering the order of presentation or number of occurances of a certain datum. In Lemma 14 we show for delayable learning success criteria, that every collection of languages that is learnable from canonical informants is also learnable set-drivenly from arbitrary informants. By Proposition 15 this does not hold for consistent Lim-learning.
Moreover, in Lemma 17 we observe that only considering total learners does not alter the learnability of a collection of languages in case of a delayable learning success criterion. Further along the line, we provide a regularity property of learners, called syntactic decisiveness, for Lim-learning in Lemma 20.
In the following we transfer an often employed observation by Blum and Blum [1975] to the setting of learning from informants and generalize it to all convergence criteria introduced in Definition 2.
Definition 11. Let M be a learner, L a language and a P N Y t˚u as well as
urther, a locking sequence for M on L is a Lim-locking sequence for M on L.
Intuitively, the learner M is locked by the sequence σ onto the language L in the sense that no presentation consistent with L can circumvent M guessing admissible approximations to L and additionally all guesses based on an extension of σ are captured by a finite set of size at most b.
Note that the definition implies M pσqÓ, W M pσq " a L and M pσq P D.
Lemma 12. Let M be a learner, a P NYt˚u, b P N ą0 Yt˚, 8u and L a language Lim Proof. This is a straightforward contradictory argument. Without loss of generality M is defined on ∅. Assume towards a contradiction for every σ with Conspσ, Lq, M pσqÓ and W M pσq " a L and for every finite D Ď N with at most b elements there exists a sequence τ
Let I L denote the canonical informant for L. We obtain an informant for L on which M does not Lim a b -converge by letting
for all n P N, where in D n :" t M pσí q | maxt0, n´b`1u ď i ď n u we collect M 's at most b-many last relevant hypotheses. Since I is an informant for L by having interlaced the canonical informant for L, the learner M Lim a b -converges on I. Therefore, let n 0 be such that for all t with σń 0 Ď Irts we have h t Ó and
Obviously, an appropriate version also holds when learning from text is considered.
We now come to introduce the notion of set-driven learners.
Definition 13 (Wexler and Culicover [1980] ). A learner M is set-driven, for short SdpM q, if for all σ, τ P Nˆt0, 1u
Intuitively, M is set-driven, if it does not care about the order in which the information is presented or whether there are repetitions. Schäfer-Richter [1984] and Fulk [1985] showed that set-drivenness is a restriction when learning only from positive information and also the relation between the learning restrictions differ as observed by Kötzing and Palenta [2014] .
In the next Lemma we observe that, by contrast, set-drivenness is not a restriction in the setting of learning from informants. Concurrently, we generalize Gold [1967] 's observation, stating that considering solely canonical informants to determine learning success does not give more learning power, to arbitrary delayable learning success criteria.
Lemma 14. Let β be a delayable learning success criterion. Then every language collection L that is β-learnable by a learner from canonical informants can also be β-learned by a set-driven learner from arbitrary informants, i.e., rInf can βs " rSdInf βs
Proof. Clearly, we have rInf can βs Ě rSdInf βs. For the other inclusion, let L be β-learnable by a learner M from canonical informants. Let L P L and I 1 P Inf pLq. For every f P pNˆt0, 1uq ďø , thus especially for I 1 and all its initial segments, we define s f P S for all t for which f rts is defined, by s f ptq " suptx P N | @w ă x : w P pospf rtsq Y negpf rtsqu, i.e., the largest natural number x such that for all w ă x we know, whether w P pospf rtsq. In the following f will either be I 1 or one of its initial segments, which in any case ensures pospf rtsq Ď L for all appropriate t. By construction, s f is non-decreasing and if we consider an informant I P Inf , since pospIqYnegpIq " N, s I is also unbounded. In order to employ the delayability of β, we define an operator Σ : pNˆt0, 1uq ďø Ñ pNˆt0, 1uq ďø such that for every f P pNˆt0, 1uq ďø in form of Σpf q we obtain a canonically sound version of f . Σpf q is defined on all t ă s f p|f |q in case f is finite and on every t P N otherwise by
Σpf qptq :" # pt, 0q, if pt, 0q P ranpf q; pt, 1q, otherwise.
Intuitively, in Σpf q we sortedly and without repetitions sum up all information contained in f up to the largest initial segment of N, f without interruption informs us about. For a finite sequence σ the canonical version Σpσq has length s σ p|σ|q. Now consider the set-driven learner M 1 defined by
Since I :" ΣpI 1 q is a canonical informant for L, we have βpM, Iq. Moreover, for all t P N holds pospIrs I 1 ptqsq Ď pospI 1 rtsq and negpIrs I 1 ptqsq Ď negpI 1 rtsq by the definitions of s I 1 and of I using Σ. Finally,
and the delayability of β yields βpM 1 , I 1 q. ‚ Therefore, while considering delayable learning from informants, looking only at canonical informants already yields the full picture also for set-driven learners. We will make use of this reduction in other proofs.
Note that the construction of the canonical sound version ΣpIq for an informant I corresponds to the construction of the corresponding one-one text T 1´1 for an arbitrary text T , as repeatedly employed in Kötzing, Schirneck, and Seidel [2017] . Clearly, a similar result can be obtained, when learning recursive functions from their graphs being presented in the canonical or an arbitrary order. The next proposition answers the arising question, whether Lemma 14 also holds, when requiring the non-delayable learning restriction of consistency, negatively.
In the following let K :" t p P N | ϕ p ppqÓ u denote the halting problem.
Proposition 15. The collection of languages
is consistently, conservatively, strongly decisively and strongly monotonically Lim-learnable from canonical informants by a total learner. Further, L is not consistently Lim-learnable from arbitrary informants. For short we have L P rRInf can ConsConvSDecSMonLimszrInf ConsLims.
Particularly, rInf ConsExs Ĺ rInf can ConsExs.
Proof. Let p : N Ñ N be computable such that W ppxq " 2K Y 2pK Y txuq`1 for every x P N and let k be a W -index for 2K Y 2K`1. Consider the total learner M defined by M pσq " # ppxq, if x with 2x P negpσq and 2x`1 P pospσq exists; k, otherwise for every σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø . Clearly, M conservatively, strongly decisively and strongly monotonically Lim-learns L from informants and on canonical informants for languages in L it is consistent. Now, assume there is a learner M such that L P Inf ConsLimpM q. By Lemma 12 there is a locking sequence σ for 2K Y 2K`1. By s-m-n there is a computable function
By the consistency of M on L, we immediately obtain that χ is the characteristic function for K, a contradiction. ‚ Note, that there must not be an indexable family witnessing the difference stated in the previous proposition, since every indexable family is consistently and conservatively Lim-learnable by enumeration. Further, the connatural observation rConsFnLims Ĺ rConsFn can Lims by Jantke and Beick [1980] , when learning collections of recursive functions, may be helpful to reprove that consistent learning from canonically ordered data is easier than consistent learning from every possible order of presentation, with a generalization of Lemma 7 to consistent learning. Gold [1967] further introduces request informants for M and L. As the name already suggests, there is an interaction between the learner and the informant in the sense that the learner decides, about which natural number the informant should inform it next. His observation rInf Lims " rInf can Lims " rInf req Lims seems to hold true when facing arbitrary delayable learning success criteria, but fails in the context of the non-delayable learning restriction of consistency. Since L in Proposition 15 lies in rInf can Lims, which by Lemma 14 equals rInf Lims, we gain, that for learning from informants consistent Lim-learning is weaker than Lim-learning, i.e., rInf ConsLims Ĺ rInf Lims.
We now show that, as observed for learning from texts by Jain, Osherson, Royer, and Sharma [1999] , a consistent behavior regardless learning success cannot be assumed in general, when learning from informants.
Proposition 16. The collection of languages L :" t N, K u is consistently, conservatively and strongly decisively Lim-learnable from informants by a total learner, but not Lim-learnable by a consistent learner from informants, i.e., L P rRInf ConsConvSDecLimszrConsInf Lims.
In particular, rConsInf Exs Ĺ rInf ConsExs.
Proof. Fix an index k for K and an index p for N. The total learner M with
for every σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø clearly consistently, conservatively and strongly decisively Lim-learns L. Aiming at the claimed proper inclusion, assume there is a consistent learner M for L from informants. Since M learns K, as in the proof of Proposition 15, we gain a locking sequence σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø for M on K, which means Conspσ, Kq, W M pσq " K and for all τ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø with Conspτ, Kq holds M pσ τ qÓ" M pσq. By letting χpxq :"
0, otherwise for all x P N, we can decide K by the consistency of M , a contradiction. ‚
The next lemma shows that for delayable learning restrictions totality is not a restrictive assumption. This observation simplifies our main objective, namely the analysis of the pairwise relations between the delayable learning restrictions in Lim-learning from informants.
Lemma 17. Let β be a delayable learning success criterion. Then every language collection β-learnable by a learner from informants can also be β-learned by a total learner from informants, i.e., rInf βs " rRInf βs.
Proof. Let L P rInf βs and M be a learner witnessing this. Without loss of generality we may assume that ∅ P dompM q. We define the total learner M 1 by letting s M : pNˆt0, 1uq ăø Ñ N, σ Þ Ñ supts P N | s ď |σ| and M halts on σrss after at most |σ| stepsu and
The convention supp∅q " 0 yields that s M is total and it is computable, since for M only the first |σ|-many steps have to be evaluated on σ's finitely many initial segments. One could also employ a Blum complexity measure here. Hence, M 1 is a total computable function. In order to observe, that M 1 Inf β-learns L, let L P L and I be an informant for L. By letting sptq :" s M pIrtsq, we clearly obtain an unbounded non-decreasing function, hence s P S. Moreover, for all t P N from sptq ď t immediately follows pospIrsptqsq Ď pospIrtsq, negpIrsptqsq Ď negpIrtsq as well as
By the delayability of β and with I 1 " I, we finally obtain βpM 1 , Iq. ‚ By the next proposition also for learning from informants requiring the learner to be total is a restrictive assumption for the non-delayable learning restriction of consistency. For learning from texts this was observed by Wiehagen and Zeugmann [1995] and generalized to δ-delayed consistent learning from texts by Akama and Zeugmann [2008] .
Proposition 18. There is a collection of decidable languages consistently Limlearnable from informants, which is not consistently Lim-learnable by a total learner from informants. With this we obtain rRInf ConsLims Ĺ rInf ConsLims.
Proof. Let o be an index for ∅ and define for all σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø the learner M by
We argue that L :" t L Ď N | L is decidable and L P Inf ConsLimpM q u is not consistently learnable by a total learner from informants. Assume towards a contradiction M 1 is such a learner. For a sequence σ of natural numbers we denote by σ the corresponding canonical finite informant sequence, ending with the highest value σ takes. Further, for a natural number x we denote by τ pxq the unique element of N ăø with xτ pxqy " x. Then by padded ORT there are e, z P N and functions a, b :
with the property that for all σ P N ăø and all i P N σ 0 " ∅;
ϕ z pyq " # 1, if y P pospσ y q; 0, otherwise;
@y P pospτ pxqq ϕ z pyq " 1@ y P negpτ pxqq ϕ z pyq " 0; indppospτ pxqqq, otherwise;
if @y P pospτ pxqq ϕ z pyq " 1@ y P negpτ pxqq ϕ z pyq " 0; indppospτ pxqqq, otherwise;
Note that ϕ z witnesses W e 's decidability by (1) and with this whether ϕ apσq and ϕ bpσq output e or stick to p depends on Conspτ pxq, W e q. Clearly, we have W e P L and thus M 1 also Inf ConsLim-learns W e . By the Lim-convergence there are e 1 , j P N, where j is minimal, such that W e 1 " W e and for all i ě j we have M 1 pσ i q " e 1 and hence M 1 pσ i apσ i" M 1 pσ i q by (2). We now argue that L :" pospσ j q Y tapσ j qu P L. Let I be an informant for L and t P N. By (2) we observe that M is consistent on I as M pIrtsq " ϕ maxppospIrtsqq pxIrtsyq " # e, if ConspIrts, W e q; indppospIrtsqq, otherwise.
Further, by the choice of j as well as (1) and (2) we have
and with this M pIrtsq " indpLq, if pospIrtsq " L.
On the other hand M 1 does not consistently learn L as by the choice of j we obtain M 1 pσ j apσ j" M 1 pσ j q " e 1 and Conspσ j apσ j q, W e 1 q by (3), a contradiction. ‚
Before we determine the relations between the introduced learning restrictions for (explanatory) Lim-learning from informants, we introduce a further beneficial property, requiring a learner never to syntactically return to an abandoned hypothesis.
Definition 19 (Kötzing and Palenta [2014] ). Let M be a learner, L a language and I an informant for L. We write SynDecpM, Iq, if M is syntactically decisive on I, i.e., @r, s, t : pr ď s ď t^h r " h t q ñ h r " h s .
The following easy observation shows that this variant of decisiveness can always be assumed in the setting of Lim-learning from informants. This is employed in the proof of Proposition 21.
Lemma 20. Every language collection Lim-learnable from informants can also be syntactically decisively Lim-learned from informants, i.e.,
rInf Lims " rSynDecInf Lims
Proof. Since obviously rSynDecInf Lims Ď rInf Lims, it suffices to show that every Inf Lim-learnable collection of languages is also SynDecInf Lim-learnable. For, let L P rInf Lims and M witnessing this. In the definition of the learner M 1 , we make use of a one-one computable padding function pad : NˆN Ñ N such that W p " dompϕ p q " dompϕ padpp,x" W padpp,xq for all p, x P N. Now, consider M 1 defined by
M 1 behaves almost like M with the crucial difference, that whenever M performs a mind change, M 1 semantically guesses the same language as M did, but syntactically its hypothesis is different from all former ones. The padding function's defining property and the assumption that M Inf Lim-learns L immediately yield the SynDecInf Lim-learnability of L by M 1 . ‚ Note that SDec implies SynDec, which is again a delayable learning restriction. Thus, in the proof of Lemma 20 we could have also restricted our attention to canonical informants.
Relations between Delayable Learning Restrictions
In order to reveal the relations between the delayable learning restrictions in (explanatory) Lim-learning from informants, in Proposition 21 we acquire that conservativeness and strongly decisiveness do not restrict informant learning. After this, Propositions 22 and 24 provide that cautious and monotonic learning are incomparable, implying that both these learning settings are strictly stronger than strongly monotonic learning and strictly weaker than unrestricted learning. The overall picture is summarized in Figure 1 and stated in Theorem 26.
Proposition 21. Every collection of languages Lim-learnable from canonical informants can also be conservatively and strongly decisively Lim-learned by a total, set-driven learner from informants, i.e., rInf can Lims " rRSdInf ConvSDecLims
Especially, rInf Lims " rInf ConvSDecLims
Proof. Obviously rInf Lims Ě rRSdInf ConvSDecLims and by the Lemmas 14, 17 and 20 it suffices to show rRSynDecInf Lims Ď rInf can ConvSDecLims. In the following for every set X and t P N, let Xrts denote the canonical informant sequence of the first t elements of X. Now, let L P rRSynDecInf Lims and M a learner witnessing this. In particular, M is total and on informants for languages in L we have that M never returns to a withdrawn hypothesis. We want to define a learner M 1 which mimics the behavior of M , but suitably poisoned, i.e., modified such that, if σ is a locking sequence (see the proof of Proposition 15 for a definition), then the hypothesis of M 1 codes the same language as the guess of M . However, if σ is not a locking sequence, then the language guessed by M 1 should not include data that M changes its mind on in the future. Thus, carefully in form of a recursively defined Ď-increasing sequence pA t σ q tPN in the guess of M 1 we only include the elements of the hypothesis of M that do not cause a mind change of M when looking more and more computation steps ahead. The following formal definitions make sure, this can be done in a computable way.
Let us first observe that M 1 Lim-learns every L P Inf LimpM q from informants. For, let t 0 be minimal such that, for all t ě t 0 , M pLrtsq " M pLrt 0 sq. Thus, e :" M pLrt 0 sq is a correct hypothesis for L. If M 1 does not make a mind change in or after t 0 , then M 1 converged already before that mind change of M . Thus, let s 0 ă t 0 be minimal such that for all t ě s 0 , e 1 :" M 1 pLrs 0 sq " M 1 pLrtsq. As p is one-one and M learns syntactically decisive, we have M pLrs 0 sq ‰ M pLrtsq for all t ě t 0 . As pLrt´1sq 1 " Lrs 0 s, from the definition of M 1 we get ConspLrts, A t Lrs0s q for all t ě t 0 . Thus, W e 1 " L, because the final hypothesis W e 1 of M 1 contains all elements of L and no other by Equation (4). In case M 1 makes a mind change in or after t 0 , let t 1 ě t 0 be the time of that mind change. As M does not perform mind changes after t 0 , the learner M 1 cannot make further mind changes and therefore converges to e 1 :" ppLrt 1 sq. By construction we have A t Lrt1s Ď W e " L for all t P N and with it W e 1 Ď L by Equation 4. Towards a contradiction, suppose W e 1 Ĺ L and let x P LzW e 1 be minimal. By letting s 0 such that pospLrxsq Ď A Lrt1s q ‰ ∅. Now we come to prove that M 1 is conservative on every L P Inf LimpM q. For, let t be such that M 1 pLrtsq ‰ M 1 pLrt`1sq. Let e 1 :" M 1 pLrtsq and let t 1 ď t be minimal such that M 1 pLrt 1 sq " e 1 . From the mind change of M 1 we get ConspLrt`1s, A t`1 Lrt 1 s q. In case it holds negpLrt`1sq X A t`1
Lrt 1 s Ď W e 1 , we would immediately observe ConspLrt`1s, W e 1 q. Therefore, we may assume pospLrt`1sqzA t`1 Lrt 1 s ‰ ∅. Suppose, by way of contradiction, W e 1 is consistent with Lrt`1s, i.e., pospLrt`1sq Ď W e 1 and negpLrt`1sq X W e 1 " ∅. Then we have negpLrt`1sq X A s Lrt 1 s " ∅ for all s P N. Since pospLrt`1sq Ď W e 1 , there is t 0 minimal such that
We have negpLrt 1 sq X A t0 Lrt 1 s " ∅ as otherwise ConspLrt`1s, W e 1 q. Because t 0 was minimal, we have A Lrt 1 s q`1 s q.
and therefore with
Lrt 1 s q`1 s by Equation (7) and M 's syntactic decisivenes we get M pLrt 1 sq " M pLrt`1sq. Therefore, M 1 did not make a mind change in t`1, a contradiction. ‚
The auxiliary sets transfer the technique of poisoning a conjecture introduced in Kötzing and Palenta [2014] and tailor it to this special setting. The next two propositions show that monotonic and cautious learning are incomparable on the level of indexable families. In the first proposition the learner can even be assumed cautious on languages it does not identify. Thus, according to Definition 6 we write this success independent property of the learner on the left side of the mode of presentation.
Proposition 22. The indexable family
is Lim-learnable by a cautious learner from informants. Further, L is not monotonically Lim 8 -learnable from informants. For short we have
Particularly, rInf MonLims Ĺ rInf Lims.
Proof. We first show L R rInf MonLim 8 s. Let M be a Inf Lim 8 -learner for L. Further, let I 0 be the canonical informant for L 0 :" 2N P L. Then there exists t 0 such that W M pI0r2t0sq " 2N. Moreover, consider the canonical informant I 1 for
Similarly, we let I 2 be the canonical informant for
and choose t 2 ą t 1 with W M pI2r2t2sq " L 2 . Since 2pt 1`1 q P pL 0 X L 2 qzL 1 and by construction I 2 r2t 0 s " I 0 r2t 0 s as well as I 2 r2t 1 s " I 1 r2t 1 s, we obtain
and therefore M does not learn L 2 monotonically from I 2 .
Let us now adress L P rCautInf Lims. Fix p P N such that W p " 2N. Further, by s-m-n there is a computable function q : N Ñ N with W qpxXyq " X Y p2NzXq`1, where xXy stands for a canonical code of the finite set X. We define the learner M for all σ P Nˆt0, 1u ăø by
Intuitively, M guesses 2N as long as no odd number is known to be in the language L to be learned. If for sure L ‰ 2N, then M assumes that all even numbers known to be in L so far are the only even numbers therein. It is easy to verify that M is computable and by construction it learns L. For establishing the cautiousness, let L be any language, I an informant for L and s ď t. Furthermore, assume W M pIrssq ‰ W M pIrtsq . In case pospIrssq Ę 2N, we have x P ppospIrtsq X 2Nq with x R ppospIrssq X 2Nq and therefore as desired
Corollary 23. There exists an indexable family cautiously Lim-learnable from informants, but not strictly monotonically Lim-learnable from informants. In particular, rInf SMonLims Ĺ rInf CautLims.
The following proposition extends the observation of Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein [1986] for cautious learning to restrict learning power.
Proposition 24. The indexable family
is monotonically Lim-learnable from informants. Further, L is not cautiously behaviorally correct learnable from informants. For short we have
Particularly, rInf CautLims Ĺ rInf Lims.
Proof. In order to approach L R rInf CautLim 8 s, let M be a Inf Lim 8 -learner for L and I 0 the canonical informant for N. Moreover, let t 0 be such that
We have I 1 rt 0 s " I 0 rt 0 s and hence M is not cautiously learning L 1 from I 1 .
By s-m-n there is a computable function p : N Ñ N such that for all finite sets X holds W ppxXyq " NzX, where xXy denotes a canonical code for X as already employed in the proof of Proposition 22. We define the learner M by letting for all σ P Nˆt0, 1u
The corresponding intuition is that M includes every natural number in its guess, not explicitally excluded by σ. Clearly, M learns L and behaves monotonically on L, since for every D Ď N finite, every informant I for NzD and every t P N, we have W M pIrtsq Ě NzD and therefore W M pIrtsq X NzD " NzD. ‚
This reproves the following result by Lange, Zeugmann, and Kapur [1996] .
Corollary 25. There exists an indexable family monotonically Lim-learnable from informants, but not strictly monotonically Lim-learnable from informants. In particular, rInf SMonLims Ĺ rInf MonLims.
We sum up the preceding results in the next theorem and also represent them in Figure 1 . 
Outperforming Learning from Texts
In the following we relate informant learning to the more prominent concept of learning from solely positive information, i.e., texts.
Definition 27. Let L be a language. The set of all texts for the language L is
where cntpT q " ranpT qzt#u is the content of T .
Thus, a text is just an enumeration of the language, since the pause symbol # is interpreted as no new information but necessary for the empty language. In case L is presented to the learner M in form of a text, M will never know for sure that some natural number x is not in L. The learner, which was originally thought of as a child while language acquisition, is in this setting modelled by a (partial) computable function M : dompM q Ď N ăø Ñ N.
Already Gold [1967] observed rTxtLims Ĺ rInf Lims and lateron Lange and Zeugmann [1993] further investigated the interdependencies when considering the different monotonicity learning restrictions. For instance, they showed that there exists an indexable family L P rInf MonLimszrTxtLims ‰ ∅ and in contrast that for indexable families Inf SMonLim-learnability implies TxtLimlearnability. We show that this inclusion fails on the level of families of recursive languages.
Proposition 28. The class of recursive languages
is strongly monotonically Lim-learnable from informants. Moreover, L is not Lim-learnable from texts, i.e., L P rInf SMonLimszrTxtLims.
Proof. Let p m denote an index for 2W m Y 2W m`1 and p m,x an index for 2pW m YtxuqY2W m`1 . The learner M will look for the minimum of the possible L-generating language of the presented recursively enumerable set and moreover try to detect the exception x, in case it exists. Thus, it checks for all m such that 2m P pospσq or 2m`1 P pospσq whether for all k ă m holds 2k P negpσq or 2k`1 P negpσq. In case m has this property relative to σ, we write σ L min pmq. Further, M tries to find x such that 2x P pospσq and 2x`1 P negpσq and we abbreviate by σ for all σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø . Clearly, M strongly monotonically Lim-learns L. To observe L R rTxtLims, assume there exists M such that L P TxtLimpM q. By s-m-n there exists e P N such that for all i P N
σ 0 " p2e, 2e`1q;
W e is recursive, because it is either finite or we can decide it along the construction of the σ i . Thus, 2W e Y 2W e`1 P L. If for some index i holds σ i`1 " σ i , then M fails to learn 2pW e Y te`2iuq Y 2W e`1 or 2pW e Y te`2i`1uq Y 2W e`1 . On the other hand, if there is no such i, by letting T :" Ť iPN σ i we obtain a text for 2W e Y 2W e`1 , on which M performs infinitely many mindchanges. ‚ Note that the learner witnessing the SMonLim-learnability of L is also conservative and strongly decisive, which was not stated because of Theorem 26.
Duality of the Vacillatory Hierarchy
After having investigated the relations between the different delayable learning restrictions in the setting of Lim-learning from informants and its relation to learning from texts, we link it to other convergence criteria. In Proposition 8 we already observed a hierarchy, when varying the number of anomalies and will now show that allowing the learner to vacillate between finitely many correct hypothesis in the limit does not give more learning power. On the contrary, only requiring semantic convergence, i.e., allowing infinitely many correct hypotheses in the limit, does allow to learn more collections of languages even with an arbitrary semantic learning restriction at hand.
As every indexable family of recursive languages is Lim-learnable from informants by enumeration, the vacillatory hierarchy collapses for such collections of languages, i.e., for all indexable families L we have L P rInf Lim a b s for all a P N Y t˚u and b P N ą0 Y t˚, 8u. In contrast, we strengthen Proposition 8 (iii) by separating Inf Lim-and Inf Lim 8 -learning at the level of families of recursive languages, even when requiring the Lim 8 -learning sequence to meet all introduced delayable semantic learning restrictions.
Proposition 29. The collection of recursive languages
is strongly monotonically Lim 8 -learnable from informants. Moreover, L is not Lim-learnable from informants, i.e., L P rInf SMonLim 8 szrInf Lims.
Especially, for every δ P tCaut, Dec, Mon, SMon, WMon, NUu holds L P rInf δLim 8 szrInf Lims. where indp∅q refers to the canonical index for the empty set. For every L in
L and x ě minpLq and let I be the methodical informant for L Y txu. Then for all t ą minpLq we have
This can be easily verified, since in case y P L we have L " L Y tyu and shows the Inf can SMonLim 8 -learnability of L by M .
In order to approach L R rInf can Lims, assume to the contrary that there is a learner M that Inf can Lim-learns L. By Lemma 17 M can be assumed total. We are going to define a recursive language L with W minpLq " L helpful for showing that not all of L is Inf can Lim-learned by M . In order to do so, for every canonical σ P Nˆt0, 1u ăø we define sets A 
Note that for every t ą |σ| I 0 σ rts " σ p p|σ|, 0q, p|σ|`1, 0q, . . . , pt´1, 0q q, I 1 σ rts " σ p p|σ|, 1q, p|σ|`1, 0q, . . . , pt´1, 0q q.
By s-m-n there exists p P N such that (we use the convention infpHq " 8)
By construction p " minpW p q and W p is recursive, which immediately yields
Aiming at a contradiction, let I be the canonical informant for L, which implies Ť iPN σ i Ď I. Since M Lim-learns L and thus does not make infinitely many mind changes on I, there exists i 0 P N such that for all i ě i 0 we have σ i " σ i0 . But then for all t ą |σ i0 | holds
thus M does not learn at least one of L " pospσ i0 q and L Y t|σ i0 |u from their canonical informants. On the other hand both of them lie in L and therefore, M had not existed in the beginning. ‚ Since allowing infinitely many different correct hypotheses in the limit gives more learning power, the question arises, whether finitely many hypotheses already allow to learn more collections of languages. The following proposition shows that as observed by Bārzdiņš and Podnieks [1973] and Case and Smith [1983] for function learning the hierarchy of vacillatory learning collapses when learning languages from informants. Note that this contrasts the results in language learning from texts by Case [1999] , observing for every a P N Y t˚u a hierarchy
Proposition 30. Let a P N Y t˚u. Then rInf Lim a s " rInf Lim å s.
Proof. Clearly, rInf Lim a s Ď rInf Lim å s. For the other inclusion let L be in rInf Lim å s and M a learner witnessing this. By Lemma 17 we assume that M is total. In the construction of the Lim a -learner M 1 , we employ the recursive function Ξ : pNˆt0, 1uq ăøˆN Ñ N, which given σ P pNˆt0, 1uq ăø and p P N alters p such that W |σ| Ξpσ,pq X negpσq " ∅ and moreover, if σ Ď τ are such that W |σ| p X negpσq " W |τ | p X negpτ q, then Ξpσ, pq " Ξpτ, pq. One way to do this is by letting Ξpσ, pq denote the unique program, which given x successively checks, whether x " y i , where py i q iă|negpσq| is the increasing enumeration of negpσq. As soon as the answer is positive, the program goes into a loop. Otherwise it executes the program encoded in p on x, which yields ϕ Ξpσ,pq pxq " Intuitively, M 1 pσq eliminates all commission errors in guesses of M on initial segments of σ, not immediately violating the allowed number of anomalies, and then asks whether one of them converges on the input, which implies
In order to show L P Inf Lim a pM q, let L P L and I P Inf pLq. As L P Lim å pM q, there is t 0 such that all of M 's hypotheses are in th s | s ď t 0 u and additionally | W t0 hs X NzL | ą a for all s ď t 0 with | W hs X NzL| ą a. Moreover, we can assume that for all s ď t 0 with | W hs X NzL | ď a we have observed all commission errors in at most t 0 steps, which formally reads as W hs X NzL " W t0 hs X NzL. Then for all t ě t 0 we obtain the same set of indices A :" t ΞpIrts, p i q | i ď t^|negpIrtsq X W t pi | ď a u and therefore M 1 will return syntactically the same hypothesis, namely, h pxq exists in case there is at least one p P A such that ϕ p pxq exists, there are at most a arguments, on which ϕ h 1 t 0 is undefined. ‚ Similar to results for language learning from texts for b P t1, 8u by Case and Lynes [1982] , we gain a strict hierarchy when bounding the number of infinitely often occuring correct hypotheses for the target by a fixed number a P N Y t˚u as already observed in Proposition 8.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper investigates learning formal languages in the limit from informants, i.e., inferring from a steadily growing sample set of positive and negative data one or more (almost) correct enumeration procedure(s) for the target. Whereas Section 2 provides necessary definitions and the back-bone of delayable learning restrictions in this setting, Section 3 establishes the normal form of being total and additionally that, for every delayable learning success criterion, we only need to consider learning from canonical informants. In contrast we further show that these observations fail when considering the non-delayable learning restriction of consistency, which underpins the conjecture of delayability being the right structural property to gain deeper insights into the connections and differences between all the available definitions of learning success. Thereafter, in Section 4, the complete picture for (set-driven) Lim-learning from informants with a delayable learning restriction, as depicted in the diagram in Figure 2 , is derived. It is also valid in case exclusively indexable families are considered. The proofs combine different techniques and employ the connections provided beforehand. In contrast to the observed hierarchies when learning success allows for deducing approximations to the target language of different quality in Section 2, Section 6 provides that requiring the learner to eventually output exactly one correct enumeration procedure is as powerful as allowing any finite number of correct descriptions in the limit. Thereafter we show that, in learning from informants, even when facing all semantic learning restrictions at hand, we gain more learning power, in case learning is considered successful also for an infinite number of correct descriptions in the limit. Another open question regards the relation between learning recursive functions from texts for their graphs and learning languages from either informants or texts. It seems like delayability plays a crucial role in order to obtain normal forms and investigate how learning restrictions relate in each setting. It is yet not clear, whether delayability is the right assumption to generalize Lemma 7. Consult the survey by and the standard textbook by Jain, Osherson, Royer, and Sharma [1999] for more results in the setting of function learning which may transfer to learning collections of languages from informants with such a generalization.
According to Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein [1986] requiring the learner to base its conjecture only on the previous one and the current datum, makes Limlearning harder. While the relations between the delayable learning restrictions for these so called iterative learners in the presentation mode of solely positive information has been investigated by Jain, Kötzing, Ma, and Stephan [2016] , so far this has not been done when learning from informants. For indexable families, this was already of interest to Lange and Grieser [2003] and may offer surprising observations.
For automatic structures as alternative approach to model a learner, there have already been investigations on how different types of text affect the Limlearnability, see Jain, Luo, and Stephan [2010] and Hölzl, Jain, Schlicht, Seidel, and Stephan [2017] . The latter started investigating how learning from canonical informants and learning from text relate to one another in the automatic setting. A natural question seems to be what effect other kinds of informants and learning success criteria have.
Last but not least, rating the model's value for other research aiming at understanding the capability of human and machine learning seems the most challenging task to tackle. This work was supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) under Grant KO 4635/1-1 (SCL).
